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About This Game

England, Anno Domini 1190 – Richard the Lionheart is held prisoner and his brother, Prince John rules over the simple
peasants with an iron hand and this pure force of ar 5d3b920ae0
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Definitely a great game! A must for all people who love the middle age theme, Robin Hood saga and castles. In case it is not
running on your Win 10-computer, there is a solution: Google for "dxwnd Robin Hood" then you will find a way how to make it
run.. I cannot recommend this game in its current state as it is virtually unplayable on modern machines. Clearly not optimized
at all, which is a shame because I remember playing this game when I was a kid and was excited to relive my past a bit. Even the
fixes posted by other reviewers here + other forums have not helped enough to make it playable; there would still be a solid .5
second delay on commands given, with the game running at what feels like 10-15fps.. 10/10 addicting: 10/10 graphic: 7/10
music: 8/10 +nostalgic! +childhood memories +funny commenting +amazing adventures +lots of quest -still no 1920:1080 : -u
can play only 800x600 'cause 1024u00d7768 is making problems with game speed. Well, this is one of the best games i've ever
played. I wished the director of the company havent died and couldve done more and more but what to do. You gotta download
some patches to make it work but anyway its worth it imo. If i had the tiniest idea of how to develop a game, i would make the
same of this with few additions like more sandboxy elements and etc.. Game of my childhood! It was so great to back to the
Sherwood, after all these BIG OPEN WORLD ULTRA IMMERSIVE games in recent years this was a really refreshing
experience. It's a real game without any useless question marks and all of these stupid things.
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